Security evaluation of SDN architectures is of critical importance to develop robust systems and address attacks. Focused on a novel-proposed dynamic SDN framework, a game-theoretic model is presented to analyze its security performance. This model can represent several kinds of players' information, simulate approximate attack scenarios, and quantitatively estimate systems' reliability. And we explore several typical game instances defined by system's capability, players' objects, and strategies. Experimental results illustrate that the system's detection capability is not a decisive element to security enhancement as introduction of dynamism and redundancy into SDN can significantly improve security gain and compensate for its detection weakness. Moreover, we observe a range of common strategic actions across environmental conditions. And analysis reveals diverse defense mechanisms adopted in dynamic systems have different effect on security improvement. Besides, the existence of equilibrium in particular situations further proves the novel structure's feasibility, flexibility, and its persistent ability against long-term attacks.
Introduction
SDN is a novel and promising framework which can be applied in traditional and wireless networks to achieve highly programmable switch infrastructure [1, 2] . It separates the data and control planes, which makes switches become simple data forwarding devices, and network is manipulated through logically centralized controllers [3] . It is no doubt that this processing mechanism will definitely improve the efficiency of network management and performance of network operation [4] . However, this reliance on a centralized controller can easily lead to a single point of failure if not carefully designed and implemented. Moreover, a new set of threats that are unique to SDN can render the network vulnerable especially when the control plane is compromised. Thus, in order to enhance security of SDN, different SDN architectures employing multiple controllers have been proposed, such as distributed controllers [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . To the best of our knowledge, the most powerful dynamic security architecture for SDN is the Mcad-SA proposed in [9] which exploits heterogeneity, redundancy, and dynamism from multiple controllers to intensify security. However, no researches about their security performance evaluation have been conducted.
Our objective is to develop a general model to evaluate effectiveness of dynamic SDN architectures (take Mcad-SA as the instance) and provide some insights for designers to devise new, simple, and effective frameworks. To improve applicability, the model must have the ability to represent features of dynamic frameworks. Besides, it can capture the essential dynamic of progressive attack interacting with defense strategies to hinder that progression [11] .
In this paper, we examine an abstract SDN-defense scenario designed to simulate strategic interactions between attacks and defense methods in dynamic architectures, as the control layer is a critical part in SDN and responsible for handling and distributing flows of information between network applications and the data plane. Thus we take the control plane's security as measurement of the whole SDN. Though simple, our model is generic, flexible, and applicable for a range of dynamic architectures and defense techniques. Our approach is game-theoretic which allows us to realize how effective are dynamic architectures when they deal with attacks and how security performance varies 2 Security and Communication Networks as attackers and defenders change their behaviors. Unlike other game-theoretic researches, our model can apply to dynamic systems. It can also imitate systems which adopt specific defense means, like moving-target defense. And via systematic simulation, this empirical approach provides us with the opportunity to quantitatively estimate security performance of dynamic systems and defense technologies.
Among our findings, we characterize the control plane's security as the contention of controllers in it by opponents. And controllers' compromising process is proceeding procedurally, which means the probability of controllers being compromised is a function of the number of probes implemented on them. Besides, defenders have the capability to perceive the secure states of controllers since some dynamic architectures own detection mechanisms. Through experimental simulations, we observe that Mcad-SA are powerful against persistent probes from attackers. And reasonable defense and scheduling mechanism can further improve SDN's security. Besides, it is fascinating that system's detection capability is not as important as it is imagined in Mcad-SA since dynamism and redundancy can mitigate this weakness to a large degree.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes related work. Section 3 presents a detailed specification of our games. In Section 4, we present our gametheoretic experimental results. The last section concludes by summarizing our work and discussing future work.
Related Work
Recently, researchers have paid attention to security in SDN. On one hand, it aims at designing more resilient and robust controllers, such as FortNOX [12] and SE-Floodlight [13] , are designed to deal with flow-rule conflict [14] . On the other hand, many SDN architectures with distributed controllers have been proposed to intensify SDN security from the point of framework. However, little work has been done on evaluating their security performance, especially when the architecture adopts moving-target defense to enhance security.
However, there is an amount of literature on computer security. In [15] , formal methods have been used to provide an attack surface metric as an indicator of the system's security. So reducing attack surface is an effective approach to mitigate risk. Furthermore, [16, 17] pointed out launching a sequence of attacks is a common way for attackers to exploit vulnerabilities at multiple stages of the system. Thus, dividing the system into several layers and using attack graphs is a feasible method to assess the cause-consequence relationships between diverse network states. And it is a popular trend that proactive defense techniques are employed by the system to generate security strategies that alter over time to reduce the exposure of vulnerabilities and increase complexity and attack costs [18, 19] . Against such defense mechanisms, game theory provides an appropriate theoretical framework for modeling the win-lose situation between a defender and attacker [20] . In [21] , FlipIt game, where two players compete for control of single resource, is designed to describe uncertainty in state of control. Extensions of FlipIt have considered additional actual scenario features. In an extension called "FlipThem" [22] , multiple servers are incorporated and authors consider some extreme situations where attackers have to compromise one or all servers to achieve goals. Reference [11] refines the scenario further. It devises a more flexible utility model to allow payoffs between objectives of control and availability. Meantime it considers imperfect probe detection which indicates the defender observes attack probe actions with probabilities. Moreover it provides a much richer set of attack and defense strategies to evaluate overall system state. Although above work is related to security analysis, it cannot be applied in SDN environment directly, because SDN is a novel framework and has its own traits. For instance, its primary goal is to guarantee validity of flow rules delivered to switches. Besides, its defense strategy is backup or switch instead of reimage. Thus, we further make improvements on existing models and apply them into the SDN scenarios.
Game Specification
In our game the attacker and defender compete for the control of controllers. Because once controllers are compromised then the whole network is also manipulated by attackers.
is changeable since the number of running controllers is varying with time in Mcad-SA. At first, controllers are in control of defenders. The attacker attempts to wrest control of a controller through via inserting some malicious flow rules, which needs probe actions on controllers. The success probability is relevant to the number of probes. Meantime, the defender may take some defense strategies based on current SDN frameworks. For instance, it may switch to another backup controller after it discovers the controller runs abnormally. Based on above analysis, first we introduce the abstracts of Mcad-SA and controller and then present models of players in detail later.
Abstract of Mcad-SA.
In this section, we attempt to represent the control plane in Mcad-SA with a model. The reason why we take Mcad-SA as the example is that it is a typical representation of dynamic SDN architecture which employs heterogeneity, redundancy, and dynamism to improve security and owns perception simultaneously. The overview of Mcad-SA is presented in Figure 1 . It consists of a variant control plane, a sensor, a scheduler, and an arbitrator. The novel control plane is equipped with multiple controllers. And the scheduler will select several as running controllers via specific mechanisms. In the meantime, the sensor can perceive current state of each controller to some extent. For example, it has the ability to realize how many probes have been conducted on controllers by attackers. As to the arbitrator, it determines the valid and correct flow rules down to switches.
The basic elements of the control plane in Mcad-SA include the number of controllers, the running controllers set each time, whether it has perfect perception, and what is changeable and generally an odd number;
(iii) ∈ {0,1} indicates whether the control plane can sense the states of all controllers ideally; = 1 indicates it can detect every probe the attackers implement, while = 0 means it detects probe with some probability, and the probability is related to number of probes already on controllers; (iv) Ω illustrates sets of strategies the scheduler employs, such as random selection or other scheduling algorithms.
Generally, there are 2|Ω| occasions according to above settings. For instance, when = 1 and Ω is random selection, which indicates the system can be aware of every probe precisely and it chooses controllers randomly as the next running controller set. Next, we introduce the model of players.
Model of Player.
In order to quantitatively measure security performance of the control plane, we need define information of players. Here we focus on their actions, utilities, and strategies.
Actions.
Before describing players' actions, we depict the state of a controller at first, which is convenient for modeling players. At any point of time, controllers' state can be represented by who takes control of it, what type, whether it is up or down, and how much progress the attacker has made towards controlling if the attacker has begun his probe action. Formally, controller state is a triple ⟨ , , , ⟩, where (i) ∈ {att, def} represents the player who controls the controller;
(ii) represents what kind of controller it belongs to, such as floodlight [23] , Ryu [24] , or OpenDaylight [25] .
(iii) ∈ {up} ∪ {down} represents whether the controller is running ( = up) or is not up ( = down);
(iv) is the successful number of probes attackers has carried out on a controller.
The state of the overall SDN system is determined by the joint state of all running controllers, plus the current time .
For attackers, its action is called probe. To describe the actions precisely, let ⟨ , , , ⟩ be the state at time . And we denote ⟨ + , + , + , + ⟩ as the state after the actions. Thus the probe action's effect can be specified via the following rules:
= down, the probe action has no effect:
(ii) If = up and + = , the number of probes is incremented: + = + 1, while = up and + ̸ = , which indicates, during the probe, the running controller has been replaced with another type of controller. In Mcad-SA, this switching mechanism can intensify the security of control plane to some degree since they have different bugs, which requires more cost to attack successfully. So the number of probes is incremented with probability 1− − + under this occasion because formal effective probe may be invalid on another type of controller. And when = att, then the attacker maintains control: + = att. While = def, the defender continues to control the controller with probability − + . For attackers, its probability of control raises up to 1 − − + . This probability can be seen as the probability with which the controller generates malicious flow rules, where > 0 and > 0 are scaling parameters.
The defender has two actions. One is reimage and the other is switch. The goal of reimaging controllers is reset its state to initial settings. So the defender wins control back and the cumulative effect of probe is eliminated. And the state is reset as follows: ⟨ + , + , + , + ⟩ = ⟨def, , down, 0⟩. The switch action is to replace the running controller with another controller, which can reduce the probability of control by attackers to some extent. And the state is transited to that of new controller: ⟨ + , + , + , + ⟩ = ⟨ , , , ⟩.
Utility.
In SDN, the major function of controllers is producing valid flow rules and delivering them to switches.
And the purpose of the defender is to guarantee the control plane generates as many right flow rules as possible, while the attacker' objective is just the opposite. Thus we measure each player's payoff based on the state of flow rules the control plane creates.
We presume the number of effective flow rules a healthy controller produces is ℎ . If = down, the controller cannot generate any valid rules. While if = up, the number of valid rules is related to probes the attacker conducts (i.e., ). It can be calculated via
Then we can define each player's payoff. Given the running controller set , the total payoff of the attacker is
where is the th controller and Φ ac is the total attacking cost and proportional to the number of probes. Correspondingly, the defender's payoff can be computed via
where Φ dc is the total defending cost. It includes the cost of reimaging and switching to other controllers and is proportional to the number of reimages and switches.
Strategies.
A strategy for players is to choose controllers on which they execute their actions. They are always triggered by observed events or detected information. The attacker's strategy consists of two factors: how many probes they can execute each time and the number of probes they have conducted on each controller. Here we consider a strategy defined by the following policy rules:
(i) Random-Probe (RanProb): select uniformly among running controllers under defender's control ( = def).
(ii) Maximum-Probe (MaxProb): select controllers that have been probed most to proceed next probe.
For the defender, the condition of executing reimage is similar to attackers. Also it has the following strategies:
(i) Random-Reimage (RanReimage): pick up running controllers randomly to reimage regardless of their states.
(ii) Maximum-Reimage (MaxReimage): choose controllers that have been probed most to be reimaged.
As to the other action of defender, the switch action is executed under two mechanisms. One is after a fixed time interval Δ , regardless of whatever states all running controllers are. The other is according to the fraction of controllers regulated by defenders. When it falls below a threshold , the switching process is evoked. However, when = 0 the defender cannot realize controllers' state directly.
Instead, the sensor component can assist the control plane estimating their conditions. Let def denote the estimated number of controllers in the hand of defenders; if
then the switch action is activated. One detail to be mentioned, the switch strategy may have more than one method according to system settings. Here, we make specific explanations on switch strategies (Ω). We list three common kinds of scheduling methods below. And we let be the next set of running controllers.
(i) RandomWithRepeat: select uniformly from all the available controllers.
(ii) RandomWithoutRepeat: select uniformly from the rest controllers to guarantee ∩ = 0.
(iii) MaxSG: this is a perceptive scheduling strategy proposed in [26] to maximize security gain of the control plane during each switch. For a controller, it will be switched preferentially to another controller which is belonged to another type, deployed on another host and probe least. That is to say, this mechanism ensures two controllers have maximum difference and the next running controller is the most reliable one.
Game-Theoretic Analysis
In this part, we conduct simulations on Mcad-SA based on above assumptions. First, we present a brief introduction of its operating mechanisms again. In Mcad-SA, the running controller set is varying with time under this situation. Moreover, the system can adjust its switching strategy based on specific settings. That illustrates that dynamism is introduced into SDN.
Simulation Environments.
It is obvious that this game is a periodic process. So we let this game last for time units ( = 200). For the control plane employing more than one controller, we take = 7. The scaling parameters and equal 0.1. The fixed switch interval Δ is set as 25 and the reimage interval is 20. And we let equal 0.5.
Next, we implement experiments using a discrete-event simulator. Before the simulation, we define as failure probability of the control plane.
is related to conditions of all running controllers. Only when over ⌈(| | + 1)/2⌉ controllers are compromised simultaneously will the system fail. For controller ∈ , its reliability equals the ratio of valid flow rules ( ) to total rules it produces ( ℎ ). Then can be computed via (5), where ≥⌈(| |+1)/2⌉ represents the set of all situations with more than ⌈(| | + 1)/2⌉ controllers being compromised simultaneously.
is the set of benign controllers in . The smaller is, the more right flow rules the control plane can produce, which means more powerful ability to resist attacks. Here, we let ℎ be 1000: 
Simulation Process.
At first, we assume that all controllers are perfect without any probes. Thus, is 0 at the beginning via (1). Then attackers will choose an attacking strategy to conduct attacks, which results in the rise of . With being higher and higher, the system is going to launch respective defense mechanisms to reduce . As a result, is varying with time and players' strategies. Through analyzing the changing trend of which is related to status of running controllers, we can realize the real-time state of Mcad-SA under various combinations of players' tactics. Similarly, players' payoffs can be obtained according to probes on controllers and cost of players via (2) and (3). Then we can conclude that which player owns the control of the system. Further, in order to measure how powerful Mcad-SA is, we classify the scenarios of Mcad-SA into two situations according to . When = 1, we call it perfect probe detection environment, while = 0, it is regarded as imperfect probe detection environment. Then we analyze the simulation results under two circumstances when adopting various scheduling strategies (Ω).
Simulation Results

Perfect Probe Detection Environment.
In perfect probe detection environment, the defender is able to observe all probes from attackers on controllers.
(a) Respective Defending. First, we make comparisons on the effectiveness of respective defending strategies when facing different attacking means. Figure 2 indicates variations of system's security performance when attackers adopt random probe, while Figure 3 illustrates the situations when attackers employ maximum probes.
In Figure 2 , the upper picture is the result when taking reimage actions only while the map below is the consequence when taking switch actions only. It is obvious that when the defender adopts reimage methods to defend random probes, random and maximum reimages have similar effect (MaxReimage is slightly better). However, the consequences of various switching strategies are very different. When the system employs random switching (with repeat or without repeat), security performance is close. While adopting MaxSG, reliability of the system is strengthened to some degree, especially after 100 time units. The reason is that probes of controllers will increase to a large number with time going on. So under this situation, perceptive switch can ensure the system select more reliable controllers (probed least) than random switch. This phenomenon further demonstrates superior scheduling ways have better effect on improving system's security performance. In Figure 3 , it is another situation where the attacker conducts maximum probes. An interesting phenomenon is observed that all defending measures have approximate preventive effect. That is due to the cause that this attack mode results in severe destruction on specific controllers. Thus once defending methods can avoid selecting these controllers, the security state of the system can be guaranteed. So it comes to a conclusion that unless attackers have to probe particular controllers to acquire important information, it is of little value to carry out persistent maximum probes.
(b) Associate Defending. As is analyzed above, MaxSG is the most effective switch option compared to random switch. Then we combined it with reimage action to testify associate defending performance. That is to say, the system adopts reimage and switch behaviors simultaneously. Figure 4 illustrates the results of associate defending when encountering random and maximum probe individually. The upper section is the consequence against random probe. It is apparent that associate defending mechanism significantly reduces the failure probability of the system and enhances its security gain as the value is decreased with an order of magnitude (from 0.05 to 0.005 averagely), while the bottom part is the case against maximum probe. Similarly, security of the system is intensified to some extent and the value of failure probability is lowered to half of that in previous circumstance.
(c) Players' Payoffs. Next, we analyze players' payoffs in occasions where associate defending is used to deal with probes from attackers. Figure 5 is the case with random probe while Figure 6 is the situation with maximum probe.
In Figure 5 , the left part shows how payoffs vary with random reimage and MaxSG while the right section is the result with maximum reimage. Both pictures manifest that payoffs of players are steady, which means attackers cannot acquire much valuable information from the system and defenders can maintain it operating in a relatively secure state meantime. As to some downward pulse, their appearances are due to the trigger of reimage or switch actions. However, strictly speaking, defense effect of the right one is superior to that of the left one since the line of the attacker is more stable and the value is lower, which further proves maximum reimage is better than random reimage under this environment. Figure 6 is similar to the shape of Figure 5 except that downward pulses are more obvious. That is an indication that the system is severely compromised since several controllers have been probed persistently under maximum probes. But in other occasions, the payoff of the attacker is less than that in Figure 5 , which again demonstrates maximum probe is not a good choice unless attackers have special purposes.
Actually, the described process can be regarded as an approximate zero-sum game. Once the attacker gains some privilege, the defender loses some control and vice versa. Based on above simulations and analysis, the following conclusion can be drawn: introducing dynamism to SDN is a feasible and effective way to mitigate attacks' impact and improve the system's robustness. And whatever actions attackers take, the best response for defenders is maximum reimage and MaxSG. In other words, eliminating and restoring the most damaged components in the system is a critical point to ensure its security.
Imperfect Probe Detection Environment.
Then we analyze the results when the system does not own the capability to detect each probe ( = 0, i.e., imperfect detection). Here, we neglect the analysis on respective defending since its changing trend is similar to that in perfect probe detection environment. So we pay attention to associate defending and players' payoffs.
(a) Associate Defending. Figure 7 is the simulation under imperfect probes. Compared to perfect probe, the most distinction is the failure probability increases overall. Actually, the system's security performance under two associate defenses is approximate. The cause resulting in this phenomenon is that the system can no longer perceive the real state of controllers, which may incur the scheduler to make an incorrect policy. For instance, the scheduler seems to choose a controller which has been probed least to be the next running controller, but actually this one has already been severely compromised. This phenomenon may also appear in the reimage situations. Above decisions will influence the system's reliability to some extent. However, a point to be noticed, although without perfect probe detection, the failure probability is also maintained at a low level because of reimage and switch strategies.
(b) Players' Payoffs. Figures 8 and 9 are the variations of players' payoffs under random and maximum probes, respectively. The distribution of payoff is fluctuating extensively, particularly in random probe. That is due to the reason that defenders are likely to discover the controllers being continuously compromised when attackers employ maximum probes even under imperfect detections. Thus, we can notice downward pulses are more distinct in Figure 9 than Figure 8 , which is strong evidence on the effectiveness of reimage and switch strategies in maximum probes. Meanwhile, the attacker's payoff is clearly increased in both figures. Nevertheless, it is still kept in a stable interval, which demonstrates players reach an equilibrium. Moreover, for attackers, the results further authenticate that adopting random probe is superior to maximum probe in general.
According to above analysis, it is evident that detection capability has effect on the security performance of the system to some extent since inaccurate state information of controllers will definitely influence the decision-making process of the scheduler. And ways of reimage and switch can lead to diverse defense results. In most cases, random probe is a better option for attackers while the best response of defenders is the combination of maximum reimage and MaxSG. However, as long as dynamism, heterogeneity, and redundancy are introduced into SDN, its security can be improved significantly and the failure probability of the control plane can be maintained at relatively a low standard.
Equilibrium Results.
In this section, we report the equilibria found in the simulation. As we all know, when the system reaches an equilibrium, the failure probability of Mcad-SA and players' payoffs stays stable. They have no intent to alter their strategies.
Actually in Mcad-SA, whenever in perfect or imperfect probe detection environment, the situations of equilibria are identical. The only occasion in which the equilibrium exists is that defenders adopt maximum reimage and MaxSG scheduling method while attackers select maximum probe. From the simulation results above, as long as attackers carry out maximum probe, they always can acquire higher payoffs and higher failure probability of the system over random probe on matter what actions defenders take. Similarly, defenders will tend to choose maximum reimage and MaxSG to obtain higher payoffs and lower failure probability whenever they face random or maximum probe. In other words, maximum reimage and MaxSG are the best choice for defenders and maximum probe is the best option for attackers as they can achieve their goals to maximum extent.
Conclusion
Evaluation of security performance of SDN architectures plays a critical role in designing reliable structures and estimating system risks. Focused on Mcad-SA, a novel SDN structure, we attempt to establish a model to analyze its ability to resist attacks with the assistance of game theory. This model can represent players' related information (actions, strategies, etc.) and quantitatively assess system's capability to deal with risks. Experimental results indicate the introduction of dynamism, redundancy, and heterogeneity into SDN can intensify system's security and maintain its consistent capability against diverse probes which is an extraordinary weakness in current SDN frameworks. Further, we analyze equilibrium in particular situations where common types of probes and defense methods are included. And analysis results present hints that for dynamic systems the design of their defense strategies has certain effect on security enhancement, which implies that how to devise effective defense mechanism is crucial to maximize security gain. In the future, we plan to take internal security mechanism of diverse controllers into consideration and pay attention to hybrid security analysis.
